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Abstract
This paper presents a text hiding scheme using Big-5 code. Some text-hiding schemes
embed secret information at between-word and between-character by adding tabs or spaces.
Liu et al. proposed a Chinese text data hiding scheme to divide the Chinese character into left
and right parts for data embedding. However, the adjusted spaces or divided characters of
between-word may look like strange and it may expose the risk of security. Therefore, we
intend to design a text hiding scheme using Big-5 code. The secret is hidden into spaces
between-word and between-character of a cover text by placing a Big-5 code either 20 or 7F.
The visual quality of the stego-document is the same as the original document and therefore
reducing the suspicious of attention by hackers. Experimental results show that the visual
quality of the proposed scheme achieves good results and feasibility.
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1. Introduction
With the advance of computer and Internet technologies, protecting personal information
becomes an important issue. Traditional Cryptography for symmetric encryption schemes and
non-symmetric encryption schemes can provide high-level data security, but they are not
flexibility for all kinds of media. Steganography also called data-hiding [1-7] is the covert
communication which embeds secret information into a meaningful media with imperceptibly
and only the authorized users can extract the hidden data. The meaningful media used to
hidden secret message is called the cover media, and the encoding result is called the stego
media. Generally speaking, a data hiding scheme should satisfy the followings two issues.
Firstly, the hiding capacity should be as large as possible. Secondly, the visual quality of the
embedding result should not distinguishable from the cover media.
Digital image is the most popular camouflage media and the main reason is image pixels
can be distortion. Images are very easy to make imperceptible modification. When an image
pixel is tiny modified, it is not easily awarded something difference by the human eyes.
Recently, some researches concerning the data hiding scheme on the text documents. The
embedding payload of a text document is less than a digital image because it is not easy to
find the redundancy information in a text document. In generally, text hiding schemes [8-15]
can be classified into two types, content format and language semantic. The content format
methods adjust the width of tracking, the height of leading, number of white spaces, font
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sizes, and etc. The language semantic methods change the meaning of a phrase or a sentence
in a text document.
The traditional text hiding schemes embed secret information at between-word and
between-character by adding tabs or white spaces. However, the adjusted white spaces of
between-word may look like strange. Therefore, we intend to design a text hiding scheme
using Big-5 code. The secret is first converted into binary and then embedded into white
spaces between-word and between-character of a cover text by placing a Big-5 code either 20
or 7F. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We give a briefly review of the Liu’s text
hiding method and Wang’s text hiding method in Section 2. The proposed scheme is
presented in Section 3. The experimental results are described in Section 4. Finally,
conclusions will be given in Section 5.

2. Related Works
In 2004, Liu et al. [10] proposed an L-R scheme for Chinese text hiding scheme. The
scheme divides a Chinese character into left and right parts. The embedding procedure
contains two steps. The first step is to embed secret bits into the selected Chinese characters.
A Chinese character can be divided into left and right parts would be selected to hide data. If
they want to embed bit 0, a Chinese character must be divided into left and right parts. If they
want to embed bit 1, a Chinese character does not need to divide into left and right parts. The
second step is to adjust the width of the inter-word space in order to keep acceptable visual
quality. In Figure 1, a bit string, 01 is embedded into two Chinese words “很” and “好”. The
secret bit 0 means we do not need to divide a Chinese character into left and right parts. In the
data extracting procedure, the secret can be extracted from the stego text by the human eyes
directly.
Secret bits
Cover text

我很 好

0

1

Stego text

我 很 女子

Figure 1. An Example of Liu’s Text Hiding Scheme
In 2009, Wang et al. [14] applied the concepts of Liu et al.'s scheme to propose an
improvement version. The method combines the up and down components (U-D scheme) of
Chinese characters rather than L-R scheme only in order to increase the hiding capacity. An
example of Wang’s scheme is listed in Figure 2. In Figure 2, a bit string, 011 is embedded
into three Chinese words “位”, “明” and “星”.
Secret bits
Cover text

0

1

1

一 位 明 星

Stego text

一 位 日月 日生

Figure 2. An Example of Wang’s Text Hiding Scheme
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3. The Proposed Scheme
Wang et al. applies the L-R scheme and U-D scheme partition a Chinese word. Their
scheme has two drawbacks. First, an embeddable Chinese word should satisfy L-R or
U-D partition. Second, the visual quality of the embedding result still leaves a lot of
places can be improved. For that, we proposed an effective text hiding scheme using
Big-5 code. The secret is hidden into spaces between-word and between-character of a
cover text by placing a Big-5 code either 20 or 7F. The advantage of our scheme gets
good visual quality of the stego document and it does not cause any visual distortion. A
portion of the Big-5 table is listed in Table 1. The hexadecimal number of a white-space
in the Big-5 table is 20. We can see that the Big-5 code 7F is a blank character and it
can simulate as the white-space function. That is, we use the two Big-5 codes 20 and 7F
to embed secret bit 0 or 1, respectively. The block diagram of the proposed scheme is
shown in Figure 3.
To embed secret into a cover text, we shall adjust the content of a cover text. We need to
add a white-space in each between-word and between-character. Secret messages are
sequentially converted into 0’s and 1’s binary stream. One white-space of between-word and
between-character in a cover text is used to hide one secret bit. If we want to embed a secret
bit 0, the Big-5 code of white-space 20 is applied. If we want to embed a secret bit 1, the Big5 code of blank character 7F is applied. After finishing the secret embedding, we add an endof-code 7F to indicate no secret of input. The hiding capacity of a cover text can be
determined before data embedding. We can calculate the total number of white-spaces in a
cover text. Assume a cover text contains w characters; the embedding payload of a cover text
is (w-1) bits.

Figure 3. The Block Diagram of the Proposed Scheme
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In the extraction phase, the decoder sequentially scans the stego-text to find white-space of
between-character and between-word. The extracted secret bit is “0” or “1” depends on the
extracted Big-5 code is 20 or 7F. The length of the secret can be determined by scanning the
location of the last 7F code in the stego text.
Table 1. Two Big-5 Codes 20 and 7F in the Big-5 Table

4. Experimental Results and Discussions
We have made two experiments on Chinese cover text and English cover text. The secret
bits are randomly generated by the pseudo random number generator with a known seed. The
embedding payload of the cover text in Figures 4 and 5 are 243 bits and 141 bits, respectively.
The evaluated criterion on the proposed method concerns on the embedding payload of the
cover text. To demonstrate the hiding capacity, we compare the hiding capacity of our scheme,
Liu’s scheme and Wang’s scheme in Table 2. The Liu’s method and the Wang’s method
cause visual distortion of Chinese words and do not have enough embedding payload. From
the experiment results in Table 2, the embedding payload of our scheme is better than Liu’s
method and Wang’s method. Besides, our scheme can apply to any kind of text format. On
the other hand, our scheme does not adjust the width of white-space. Therefore, the visual
quality of the proposed scheme achieves good results.

Figure 4. Chinese Cover Text
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Figure 5. English Cover Text
Table 1. Compare the embedding payload of Chinese cover text to our scheme,
Liu’s method, and Wang’s method
Method
Liu et al. [10]
Wang et al. [14]
Our method

Payload (bits)

~63
~73
243

5. Conclusion
The paper presents a text hiding technique using Big-5 code. The proposed method applies
two Big-5 codes 20 and 7F to encode the secret bit. The Big-5 code 20 is to represent secret
bit “0” and the Big-5 code 7F is used to represent the secret bit “1”. The secret bit is hidden
into the white-space of between-character and between-word in a cover text. Experimental
results show that the visual quality of the proposed scheme achieves good results and
feasibility.
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